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Thursday, October 15, 2020
Joshua Brustein
Bloomberg Businessweek
731 Lexington Ave
New York, NY 10022

Good evening Joshua,
I’ve been forwarded your request for an interview with our CEO, Rob Monster. From the initial notes you have
provided, the article you are apparently researching seeks to condemn Epik for allowing lawful free speech during
the final weeks leading up to a highly contested election. I believe I share the view of many that the piece that
would be more accurate and appropriate, is one that profiles the incredible innovation within Epik as a technology
company, and how we leverage that to improve the lives of those placed into our path every day.
It is important for me to highlight in advance, that there are a number of fallacies and inaccurate statements right
out of the gate in the presumptions you have shared. Your concept that we support sites that Cloudflare blacklists
is completely incorrect, as are the perceptions that were manufactured against Epik with the intent to harm,
reduce, marginalize, and contain its operations. I had once looked at supporting Mike Bloomberg with narrative
improvements, knowing how bad of shape the Democratic Party was in for leadership. My own career started off
with the National Security Agency in part under the Clinton Administration, so I have to believe that you are
already aware of how deceptive this party is in its actions and false classifications. The containment strategies
used in an attempt to derail Epik have been very real, and the interests for big tech centralization it served should
now demand antitrust intervention at the minimum. Epik's notable progress in the area of digital resiliency and
expanded content delivery network are technical marvels that should be celebrated, not condemned.
BitMitigate and other services were never purchased to protect individuals that were encouraging hate speech
and violence against others. It was acquired in full and integrated into operations, with no relationship obligations
to the individual or company you mention, to gain the technology and proprietary processes it included. With no
shortage of irony here, the objective was to prevent censorship and combat trends of past abuse from
organizations such as your very own. Furthermore, within 48 hours of acquisition, elements inciting violence and
genocide were administratively removed, even as they were echoed or drawn from their original sources that still
exist to this day through Cloudflare, GoDaddy, DreamHost, Endurance Group, eNom, Web, Twitter, Facebook, and
hundreds of other open and private platforms.
Some of these organizations can contain a million‐fold the negative content and hate that you will find at Epik as
a choice and policy, yet they are conveniently given a wide pass every day. Further to this point, Cloudflare does
not even respond to our own reports and requests for assistance related to actual death threats published by
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third parties that they protect, let alone hold the ethical mantle you would now inaccurately imply. If you believe
that Cloudflare blacklists organizations that Epik supports, you are completely and unequivocally out of touch with
reality and the way things really are. Organizations are more likely to move to Cloudflare for online protection,
AFTER we have terminated services with them due to TOS violations ‐ not the other way around.
In fact, most of the content and related hate attacks generated from the SPLC and others, were specifically
coordinated to guide and drive false narrative coverage in an attempt to influence the mid‐term elections of 2018.
Epik was targeted with no regard for collateral damage, so that dozens of journalists and editors could create false
stories for voter galvanization and fundraising. I believe you are already acutely aware of how this works, as
expressed by your own approach strategy and your choice and decision of how you framed the introduction. I
think it is timely as well, that you choose to pursue your contribution to the story just weeks before the 2020
election. Dozens of false articles have been written and positioned about Rob Monster and Epik, and all of the
subsequent comments expressing counter points and the truth were either deleted or directly suppressed by
major media outlets. Two years later, Wikipedia still maintains 24 hour surveillance by a user named
GorillaWarfare, who has already proclaimed that the content will never come down, regardless of the truth
coming out. To date, roughly 170 attempts at changes – by dozens of industry professionals – have been reverted.
Their weaponized user base has openly mocked anyone who has tried, and one of Wikipedia’s top editors (also
responsible for the Satanic Bible), has literally posted Swastikas on our own social media feeds and statements
against racism. The editor still posts taunts in trade forums and personal social media pages, with the reaffirmation
that no one has the power to stop them. History records that the Wikipedia stance towards even one of the most
respected editors in our own industry, was that he was too “small” and “irrelevant”, versus the major media
outlets and forces Wikipedia employs, and as a result would be subsequently ignored.
These points are not conjecture. We have had conversations with the Co‐founder of Wikipedia regarding the
incredible and horrific activities that are now common place there. The platform has been systematically hijacked
through a ritualistic order that weaponized its use in unfathomable ways. We are aware of the tactics and
arrangement between Google and the Wikimedia Foundation to reduce others through assigned content creation
– to include first hand recounts of the recruitment strategies they utilize ‐ and the type of personalities they prey
upon for their Wikipedia staffing. The techniques and processes by which content is fine tuned to allow for
Google’s display and propagation to harm organizations and individuals has also been made very clear. You only
have to visit Epik’s Wikipedia page for fifteen seconds to see what I am talking about. It might be the most
singularly biased, intentionally destructive, and life altering cases of monopoly abuse ‐ under the guise of a non‐
profit organization at that ‐ I’ve personally seen. Even with the continued success of Epik, it has caused
unprecedented harm and reputation damage as a manufactured weapon, used against individuals who hold this
country in the absolute highest of regards.
Reference:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epik_(company)
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There have been direct conversations with our staff, whereby the indoctrination and advancement processes have
been revealed, to include the unbelievably dark origins of their ranking leadership. It seems that evil is really not
that hard to identify after all. In some cases, it literally shows you it was always there. We have received briefs
from advisors to the National Security Council and other intelligence services, who have advised that Epik was
unfortunate and inconvenient victims of an out‐of‐control political party, terrified of the coming accountability.
That would be from the unprecedented abuse of America’s intelligence apparatus during the former
administration, just in case the indoctrination you may carry is still holding. The desperation of corruption being
exposed is leaving a very distinctive trail. The intention of your publisher and media group to inflict additional
harm to Epik is no exception. We watch as individuals and companies are attacked, and sometimes even
permanently deplatformed, based on voting history, assumed political allegiances, and the responsible
empowerment of lawful free speech. The number of attacks against freedom in this country – so that a handful
of people who have done unthinkable things can try and regain power – must be put to an end. There is not even
the courage left among you to condemn thousands of paid activists for burning buildings to the ground,
assassinating police officers in broad daylight, and running daily cover stories to slow down what will ultimately
be exposed as the most grotesque and traitorous attempt to hijack a country in our nation’s history.
It doesn’t stop there though, in case you are still hungry to pursue this rabbit hole. Some of the interviews that
Rob Monster did give ‐ in one case where he urged others to take a Christian view point whenever possible, to
never give up hope, and to always remember that some of the most hardened hearts could still be reached if we
really wanted to combat and end racism ‐ were deleted and banned by groups like YouTube to prevent re‐viewing.
So that fifteen words from a ninety minute interview could be published and taken out of context to craft a
negative identity with which to manipulate others. I have personally witnessed cases where bad actors have
purchased domain names, and uploaded horrific content, with editors and journalists already briefed and
prepared with pre‐written articles to attack Epik. Even as the content was taken down internally here within a
matter of minutes or hours of it going active. In some cases, media groups had to literally redact or edit their hit
pieces that were published near instantly, as they did not expect Epik to take such quick action, and their payload
delivery attempts were diminished. I’ve seen examples where members of groups like even the ADL have sent
their thanks and congratulations to Epik for our quick action, and then had to delete them. They were unaware
that a manufactured op had four more articles behind it, and the appreciation letters stood in the way of their
deceptive intentions. I am still also waiting for a congressional oversight committee to expose the actions and
staffing behind SITE Intelligence, as a propaganda network now apparently solely re‐tasked for the purpose of
creating false racism content to drive the harmful polarization and division in this country. I have never seen a
higher degree of commitment to creating Nazi artwork, in an attempt to push new boundaries of fear with which
to deceive people by using a manufactured narrative.
The arrogance, entitlement, and sheer willingness to destroy lives in this world today, is as heartbreaking as it is
unnecessary. Our largest media owners are on the wrong side of nearly every major issue there is. Whether that
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is Hollywood protecting child molesters, or laughing at the Lolita Express name among entitled elites – when it
literally is being used to indicate despicable men having an obsession with raping and molesting twelve year old
girls for sport. Captain America can send penis pictures to children over Twitter, and the Hulk puts down his
misleading climate data as he bounces from school to school, just long enough to come to his rescue. The chairman
of the DNC can leak critical debate questions, then admit to the world their organization is corrupt, prior to
forgetting about it all in the space of the week it takes for the country to forget and a book deal to get issued. Van
Jones gets recorded telling the world that that the Russia accusations are a hoax and a “nothing‐burger”, and goes
on mandated cooldown for six months as damage control. CNN’s own employees reveal that their workplace is
compromised with false narrative construction, with the message that “journalism is dead”, that their company
“has no soul”, and is a horrific place to work at. But it still can laugh and even mock its viewers for their ignorance,
because they won’t even remember the words being said ten days later. In fact ‐ CNN counts on that. The list goes
on and on, and the world you serve Joshua is full of some horrific entities that prioritize their own greed, gain, and
control of others, at apparently any cost. But you believe that Epik supports the bad people that the mighty
Cloudflare would righteously blacklist? I once saw a list of millions of their client sites. I believe that several
hundred thousand of them would sit in published disagreement with you.
Let me show you a few things about Cloudflare, so we can either break this hold they have over your mind and
choice of subject fields, or at the minimum: ensure that whatever future and forward position you decide to take
against Epik, you can never act like you were not briefed or informed. I am happy to be your red pill moment here,
even if for historical legal context.

You should first become aware of this:
https://www.wired.com/story/free‐speech‐issue‐cloudflare/
Their CEO Matthew Prince has traditionally been given a massive pass, as they are embedded into an insider’s
agenda which is often discerned as “do as we say – not as we do”. They were given massive consideration even in
the above article, to literally dismiss their support of elements of the KKK as nothing that even impacted their
conscious mind. Barely the “haziest” remembrance as it was quoted and characterized, that is how important
equality and the fight to end racism is at Cloudflare. This was nearly two years ago. Even with the movements of
BLM and the course correction for higher levels of equality in our streets, absolutely nothing has changed.
We have reached out to them several times, regarding many websites within their hosting and protection realm,
to include several sites that consistently incite suicide, genocide, violence and threats of both murder and
mobilized hate crimes. Even in cases where we took down sites that resulted in threats to kill our families and
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our staff, they have shown far from even the courtesy of a return response. Unless they are passing the buck for
something they won’t shut down themselves. Cloudflare is renowned for providing DDoS (denial of service)
protection to specialty‐based clients, and they pride themselves on providing unbreakable protection for service
reliability. Sometimes their clients publish open calls for murder and genocide, as vicious but minor segments that
would never find a home at Epik. Even eighteen months after this Wired article, they offer their highest levels of
protection to some of the most unthinkable themes for shielding and protection. Simultaneously, Epik has taken
brutally unwarranted attacks and smear campaigns in the press, for having two organizations we had no prior
knowledge or exposure to, move unknowingly to us for 48 hours before we took them down. Even Bloomberg’s
own technology friends and partners (including GoDaddy and others), give safe harbor to literally thousands of
comparable sites with no such accountability or current call for reversal decisions. Such as:
David Duke (Registrar: DNC Holdings / Protection: Cloudflare)
www.davidduke.com
Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust (Registrar: GoDaddy / Protection: Cloudflare)
www.codoh.com
Stormfront (Registrar: Tucows / Protection: Cloudflare)
www.stormfront.org/forum
The White Resister (Registrar: GoDaddy / Protection: Cloudflare)
www.dailyarchives.org
Kuruc (Registrar: GoDaddy / Protection: Cloudflare)
www.kuruc.info
Kiwi Farms (Registrar: Dreamhost / Protection: Cloudflare)
www.kiwifarms.net

At last check there were some 3000 related entities at this level enjoying the comforts and protection of
Cloudflare’s ultra‐resilient service. In comparison, Epik to our best count has recently had three. Two of which I
personally and near instantly removed from service upon the recognition they were encouraging violence and
genocidal messages (NSM88 and GoyimTV), while the third deleted all of the external content we had labelled for
removal, as it was not produced by them in the first place. Even our decision to near‐instantly remove a site
dedicated to Taliban propaganda and the promotion of martyrdom last month, found a way to be weaponized by
DNC activists who worked to put our staff at direct risk and thought it was hilarious.
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The bottom line is that nearly every group out there on a top 50 or top 100 hate watch list, is ten times more likely
to be on Cloudflare. None exist at Epik that we are aware of, nor would they be welcome if they encourage
violence or the diminishment of others as their reason for existence. Furthermore, it is almost always the largest
tech companies in the world providing direct or lateral support, often while they openly criticize and grandstand
superior ethics from monopoly developed pedestals. In some cases, they engage industry pundits to do it for them
under NDA’s, as diminishing competition at any cost is their core sponsored objective. As a side note, it took me
three years to get the executives at GoDaddy as an example to take down marketing, paid privacy services, and
marketplace inclusions where they had an active financial incentive, for some of the most hate‐filled domains
listed for sale. Even for names as abhorrent, deplorable, and inexcusable as IHateNiggers.com.
Now it seems to be highly fashionable, and of great strategic and political use, to simply destroy anyone that
doesn’t agree with you by labelling them as “white nationalists” for character assassination, as a tool to drive
votes for corrupt politicians. Even with this, GoDaddy only finally adapted their policy (marginally) a few months
ago. But it has not prevented them from various degrees of anti‐competitive behavior, to include a literal
announcement that Epik was not welcome to participate in the industry trade show, conveniently purchased by
GoDaddy and weaponized against Epik with no grounds or basis on false claims of racism.
Even this last month, we endured five attack pieces against Epik for a website we had no idea prior existed, to
include front page coverage by ADL themselves of how troubling Epik was. It took us three working hours to
terminate services on our own accord post going through policy guidelines, after a genuine attempt to get the site
owner to adapt their online content. A network of media groups continued writing one piece per week for a month
after we had already rapidly terminated service, each adding their own creative adaptation to an original work
already riddled with inaccuracies and false claims. While the website www.goyimtv.com was briefly registered at
Epik, and protected by Cloudflare to mask their hosting providers, it was considered to be enemy #1. The day after
it was safe in the hands of a company that even Bloomberg is directly familiar with (NICENIC in China with support
of Alibaba, Baidu, Tencent, and ICANN) – no one said another word. Even as the organization split off its various
functions to make it more resilient. It was apparently only news, if it could be directly utilized to harm and reduce
Epik as a domain registrar, for the intentions of anti‐competitive market reduction.
Incidentally, In the following weeks our executives would be named with requests for death and execution by its
members, with demands to literally “burn and skin us alive”. But the media had no further cause or interest to
report it. In fact, the hosts of Goyim TV turned it into a two hour show which is still online today, as they read and
mocked the letters sent to them by myself advising service termination. They were angered the most though by
the deceit published and shared by the ADL and other news sources that they believed we originated, who
published false information with the intent to conflate nonfactual information to drive more anger towards Epik.
It worked, as their members participated in fury with a call for our literal murder. Now you have as well Goyimtv.TV
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(protected by Cloudflare and registered at Eranet); the goyimdefenseleague.org (again protected by Cloudflare
and registered at NameCheap) for selling Hitler merchandise; and a host of others, scattered between Hostgator,
PDR, Endurance Group and GoDaddy. But I don’t imagine we will see an exposé at Bloomberg on the real menaces
and their individual allowance factors within this industry any time soon. Or the real truth and hatchet job that
keeps being revisited against Epik and Rob Monster over and over by traitors to this country and the American
public. It would seem that you have other intentions and more important priorities.
I think you may be the one though Joshua, and the final line crossed that results in some real constructive
journalism taking place. I just had our team pull up some examples of hate content, people publishing and selling
shirts over GoDaddy through Amazon’s services that encourage individuals to kill police officers, Cloudflare and
GMO empowering a platform for merchandise that encourages killing of Republicans, and a mountain of websites
courtesy of GoDaddy, Cloudflare, Amazon, NameSilo, Name.com, Dreamhost, PDR, Dynadot, Launchpad,
Hostgator, Endurance Group, Tucows, NameCheap, and other parallel registrars, that actively even today
specialize in the distribution of Nazi propaganda and calling for the implied genocide of all Jewish people. In fact
‐ and again with no shortage of irony ‐ as hard as we tried, one of the ONLY major registrars that we could not find
anti‐Jewish merchandise for sale, was in fact Epik. The company you believe and claimed that all the racists and
white nationalists go to, right after they are blacklisted at Cloudflare.
In terms of our own position, you could not possibly imagine the work being done here with customers around
the world, to change hearts, encourage love, drive more compassion, and move lines behind the scenes. Or the
incredible sacrifice by staff and ambassadors alike to openly combat generations of harmful rhetoric, conditioned
responses, and taught racism that can in fact be unlearned. We take our role and responsibility as a registrar more
seriously than you could ever imagine. It affords us the most unique position to encourage kindness, to build
bridges between widely different opinions and views, and to help plant even the smallest seeds for healing and
reconciliation due to our optimism for the future. Even as organizations like your own work to destroy the lives
and reputations of our staff members, executives, families, and our valued customer base, as what would often
look like your main purpose for existence and operation.
We unquestionably serve on a unique frontline, working to help define the boundaries and threshold of free
speech, while watching bad actors and paid operators literally craft and position content to try and destroy it.
Make no mistake, this is a critical time and opportunity for incredibly positive changes in history, but the depth of
deception that serves as a gross insult to the intelligence of the American public will not go unrewarded. So Epik
considers it an honor to join others in the fight, as we endure coordinated denial of service attacks from China, as
we watch as organizations are blacklisted, unpersoned, and deplatformed with no warning, and every week has
new lessons to teach as it relates to the depth and level of moral depravity that can be utilized by “trusted” media
sources to intentionally harm others in the pursuit of power. That is before we even address what looks like
targeted deplatforming of major card services through corrupt merchant processors that now appear politically
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driven, or the threats being leveraged by PayPal and others to terminate services in mass with no regards to the
hardships it will create. Moreover, there are dozens of other technology companies seated in Silicon Valley, that
have moved past the concept of any presumed innocence, as they establish themselves conveniently as judge,
jury, and executioner. Simultaneously, they participate themselves in some of the most prolific and outlandish
hiring and payment discrimination practices seen in decades as a tool for political subterfuge.
I am not sure what to make of it all, other than there must be some truly damning evidence waiting to be exposed
on flight logs, private photo archives or video confessions.

In the interests though of ensuring you have some degree of understanding of who and what Epik is for the core
products and services that we provide, I would submit the following:


Founded in 2009, Epik is considered a leading domain name registrar for entrepreneurs and business
owners around the world. As an official ICANN‐accredited domain registrar that offers new .COM, .NET,
and .ORG web addresses, Epik offers more than 700 additional TLDs and gTLDs, and currently features
more than 19 million domain names through its online marketplace. With a focus on premium domain
names held by businesses, collectors, and investors alike, we serve more than one hundred thousand
customers, and have roughly two million domain names under direct or premium management.



With a strong engineering and development team, Epik is renowned for a number of unique and powerful
market advantages in the industry, including our online user interface for domain management. Our
system features several unique resources and tools not found anywhere else in the market, to include
highly advanced metric systems, and the industry’s only custom landing page editor that can create new
SSL‐protected websites for standalone sales activity in literally a few seconds.



The largest competitors to Epik are GoDaddy and Web.com. GoDaddy has a public market cap of $12
billion, while Web.com was acquired by Siris Capital for $2 billion in 2018. Although Epik is smaller than
the observed market leader GoDaddy, it is general acknowledged by domain investors and the industry
alike that Epik’s platform, customer service, management interface, pricing incentives, marketing
programs, and landing page builders far surpass GoDaddy’s antiquated system with no real comparison.



As a clear public measurement, Epik was recognized in March as the worldwide “2020 Registrar of the
Year”, outpolling GoDaddy nearly 2:1 in a survey of over 900 domain industry professionals and
technology peers. The 2020 Vote was the first time Epik won this award, and reflects notable investments
in our domain management platform and interface over the prior two years.
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Epik’s growth has been steadily accelerating, with revenue doubling in 2019, and it is projected to double
again in 2020, even in spite of COVID challenges. The driving force for this growth is the increased
preference for Epik as a favored registrar by the market, most recently demonstrated by the “2020
Registrar of the Year” award. Technology advancements in our user interface, custom design editor,
premium services division, and expanded customer service levels have helped to drive many new
customers. Evolving marketing partnerships with platforms such as Twitter and Facebook have also
helped to drive new awareness and rising market share.

So the long and short of it Joshua, is that we don’t give interviews to traitors of our country that participate in
attempted coups sponsored by offshore money. I’m not aware of many other larger propaganda machines in
media today than the one you work for, with respects to the uniquely dangerous blend and intentions for where
it received its wealth and the expectations being fed. I personally find the opinion pieces published by your
network even more heinous than your falsified perceptions, and I would most strongly encourage you to update
everyone in your circle that we don’t like bullies. America in fact is getting tired of them.
Epik has the esteemed privilege to serve and honor some of the most amazing people in the world, who
understand the necessity to fight back against tyranny and oppressors from time to time. If you are looking for a
fight, with the true capacity to shine a little light in the darkness, you have unwittingly just stumbled across it.
Empowerment can truly come in many forms. There is nothing to be gained here though, by joining the limited
chorus of highly corrupt technology moguls, that are long overdue for exposure. Your philosophies and decisions
to destroy lives by falsely branding good people as racists is rapidly coming to an end.

Yours faithfully,

Robert Davis
SVP of Strategy and Communications
Direct: (815) 780‐0189
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